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Vehicle cleaner with a triple effect: cleaning, 
gloss enhancement and maintenance are 
achieved in just one step.

Car shampoo combines three properties in one 
formula and ensures that road dirt is effectively 
lifted and gently removed.
• The firm and dense foam with a pleasantly fresh odour 

effortlessly removes heavy dirt from paint, chrome, glass, 
plastic, tyres, rims and convertible tops

• During cleaning, a protective polymer layer is applied to 
all treated surfaces, which protects the vehicle and also 
allows the water film to run off automatically after rinsing 
with clean water

• Coats the paint with a permanent protective film and 
leaves no stains or water marks, thus considerably redu-
cing the time required to wipe the vehicle dry with a 
chamois

Contents Container Density/conditions AOX-free Art. No. P. Qty. 
1000 ml Bottle 1.007 g/cm³  / at 23°C Yes 0893 012 002 1 / 6
5000 ml Canister 1.007 g/cm³  / at 20°C 0893 012 051 1

Car shampoo 3 in 1

Chemical basis Surfactans
Colour Blue
Phosphate-free Yes

Related products Art. No.
Foam gun 0891 370 
Foam high-pressure spraying device Perfect Foam 0891 385 009
Pump spray bottle Perfect Foam 0891 503 021
XXL cleaning glove „Fuzzy“ 0899 710 005

Details/Application

For all washable, smooth surfaces such as car paint, chrome, rubber, vinyl, plastic, etc.

Instructions

Rinse off coarse dirt with clean water. Mix 50 to 100 ml (3 to 4 caps) with 10 litres of warm water and wash the vehicle as usual 
using a sponge or a washing mitt. Finally, rinse the vehicle using clean water. Wipe off any residual water using a soft microfibre 
cloth or chamois.

Notice

Do not use on hot surfaces in direct sunlight. Protect from frost.


